Vivex, the new standard in outdoor lighting is brought to you exclusively by Maxim
Lighting. Vivex boasts a winning combination of innovation, intricate design capabilities, quality construction and astonishing finishes. Combined these elements
create outdoor fixtures which are non-corrosive, UV resistant and are backed by
a 3 Year Limited Warranty.
Vivex and Innovation
Vivex is far superior to the polyurethane resin material used in outdoor lighting.
Vivex is not a resin, but an unique synthetic composition made up of ground marble
powder for strength, latex composite for durability, bonded together with an Adenosine Triphosphate adhesive (ATP) used primarily in outdoor applications. ATP is an
adhesive that has been tested to temperature that exceeds 130ºF and as low as
-20ºF. Vivex is expected to withstand even greater temperatures.
Vivex has over twice the strength of resin. What this means it there are fewer
problems with shipping this material and a lot fewer problems with electricians misshandling the product and creating chips that can’t be repaired. Also the additional
strength allows us to use the material 100% including large back plates which used
to warp with the former resin material.

Vivex and Design
Unlike resin which is cast into inexpensive plaster molds, Vivex is injected under
pressure into quality steel molds which produces a very hard and dense component. This process also allows implementation of our designers imagination
without restraint that occurs in the traditional resin process. The parts come
out of the mold with detailed definition and intricacies not formerly obtainable
from resin casting. This metal tooling was a major investment on behalf
of Maxim Lighting. The total costs for research and development and
tooling exceeded $2,000,000.
One very un-welcome attribute to polyurethane resin is that in its hardened form it has a very low PH and this acidic nature must be dealt with
prior to finishing or paint will not adhere to it. Resin parts must go through
a multi step neutralizing process to stabilize the PH or there will be a chemical reaction that occurs between the surface of the part and the paint.
Vivex has a neutral PH of 6.5 and requires no neutralizing process prior to
finishing.
A special paint finishing process was developed specifically for Vivex. This joint
effort between the material manufacturer, the paint manufacturer, and Maxim

Lighting culminated in superior adhesion. This finish was tested by
SGS laboratories for 300 hours which is the equivalent to over
3 year’s exposure. The paint received the highest grade
for UV deterioration and surface hardness which is 5 out
of 5. Never before have we been able to get this test
grade for both tests.
Vivex and Quality
To maintain the integrity of Vivex, Maxim has taken over the
entire production process at the factory where Vivex is produced,
molded and finished. Maxim has its own employees monitoring every step to make sure this product is manufactured to the strict production standards developed for Vivex.
Maxim Lighting is proud and confident to offer a 3 year warranty
on all Vivex products.
For more information on Vivex and the complete line of Vivex outdoor lighting,
contact your Maxim Lighting Sales Representative today or call (800) 486-2946.
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